Erasmus staff week: closing discussion summary

Discussion questions:
1. What were the highlights of research support provided during the week?
2. Which services do you think were most useful for your research?
3. What topics were discussed in the research support sessions?
4. Did the week help you learn about your colleagues’ research?

Future Networking collaboration:
- Establish connections with each other
- Collaboration: baby steps
- Continue the discussion
- Professional network with like-minded people

Highlights of the week:
- Innovative ideas and services I would suggest to my institution
- Research information systems:
  - Example: Citrus, Cirs, etc.
  - Different databases
  - Database selection
  - National and institutional policies
  - Subject-specific infrastructure
- Open access: Repositories and publishing:
  - APC solutions and support
  - Copyright and licenses
  - University publishing
  - Item submission processes
  - Comparison of funding systems
- Research outreach:
  - Library <-> faculty collaboration
  - Teaching, supervision, etc.
  - Networking, career meetings, seminar audiences
  - Alexandra’s Menu!
Discussion questions

1. What were the highlights of research support services that were discussed/presented this week?

2. Which items from the program were most relevant/useful/educational for you? Why?

3. Did the study week help you update your knowledge of research support? Were there any new services that you would like to suggest to your institution?

4. Did you have opportunities to network and explore possibilities for future collaborations with Erasmus colleagues?
Highlights of the week
Research Information Systems

Examples: Cristin, Cris

- Different solutions
- Different evaluation conversions
- National and institutional policies
  - Subject specific infrastructure

Examples:
- Italy's legal information system
- PhD dissertation/ETHOS
OpenAcess, Repositories and publishing

- APC solutions and support
- Copyright and licenses
- University publishing
- Item submission process
  - Comparison of funding systems
Research outreach

- Library <-> faculty collaboration
- Teaching, supervision -> researchers, PhDs
- Networking: coffee meetings, corridor diplomacy

- Alexandra's Menu!
The People!

- Most interesting
- Relevant, education topics?
- Work Related
- Change
- Inspirational
- New ideas
- New solutions
- Comparisons
- Sharing experiences
- building campus
Research Data Management
Early Career Planing: young researchers

Researchers are peacocks!
Luisella's emphasis
Archiving at UPV and supporting researchers' activities
Innovative idea and services I would suggest to my institution
Researcher training and courses

PhD on Track

Menu of research support (Alexandra)

Academic writing

Research skills'

Credit points for research support courses
Systems and infrastructure

Italy's NewsApp

World-Cat - (COCLC)
'What is known must be shared

National CRIS

Additional Functions

- WOS connections
- Statistics
- Reservations
Future Networking collaboration

Establish connection with each other

Collaboration: baby steps

Continue the discussion

Professional network with like minded people
Desired Areas of collaboration

Data management
Open Data
PhD on Track
Writing centers
Repository discussion
Wish list

- Funding for conferences and workshops on this topic
- Visit writing centers
- Attending conferences
Erasmus staff week: closing discussion summary

Discussion questions:
1. What were the highlights of research support services that were discussed/learned this week?
2. Which parts of the program were most helpful to your institution for your needs?
3. Did the week help you expand your knowledge of research support? Were there any new services that you would like to suggest to your institution?
4. Did you have opportunities to network and explore possibilities for future collaborations with Erasmus colleagues?

Research Data Management

Future Networking collaboration
- Establish a connection with each other
- Collaboration: baby steps
- Continue the discussion
- Professional network with like-minded people

Highlights of the week

Research Information Systems
- Example: Orbi, ORS
- Different solutions
- Different evaluation processes
- National and institutional policies
- Subject-specific infrastructure

Opportunities, Partnerships, and Publishing
- APC solutions and support
- Copyright and licenses
- University publishing
- Item submission processes
- Comparison of funding systems

Research outreach
- Library ↔ faculty collaboration
- Teaching, supervision, researchers, PhDs
- Networking, career meetings, seminar attendance
- Alexandra’s Menu!